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Smartsheet for Enterprise: Making collaboration 
more efficient
Smartsheet is the best way to plan, track, automate, and report on work—enabling you to 
move from idea to impact—fast. 

Improved collaboration and accelerated progress

Too much time is spent on managing updates, creating 
reports, and chasing approvals. With automated actions 
you can eliminate routine tasks by setting up automated 
updates and approval requests—without writing code or 
complex formulas. 

View and filter on all activities and changes made to a sheet in 
a single place with Activity Log. See who viewed your sheet, 
who it was shared with, and filter by user, dates, and action 
types.

Increased visibility and smarter decisions

Smartsheet dashboards drive visibility by keeping team 
members informed, engaged, and accountable. They visualize 
multiple initiatives at the highest level to see current status 
and progress on KPIs. This gives executives, managers, and 
collaborators new levels of clarity—so they can better allocate 
resources, anticipate gaps, and surface critical information.

Visualizations for powerful data analyses

The Live Data Connector integrates with third-party 
analytic tools like Tableau or Power BI in real time—allowing 
you to create visualizations and share charts and 
reports across the entire organization. Pull data from 
multiple sources into one customized dashboard to deliver 
powerful analyses and insights.
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Powerful security and optimized for scale

Priority support
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Collaboration often takes place both inside and outside of the organization and includes 
sensitive or confidential information. Smartsheet has powerful administrative controls that 
scale and provide your company with the security and user management it needs.

Simplify the Smartsheet login process by using single sign-on (SSO) to manage teams of 100 or 
100,000—with SAML 2 compliant identity providers. Enable auto provisioning to add licensed 
users to your plan within designated email domains—preventing users from setting up separate 
plans and sharing sensitive data.

Specify what types of files users can attach to rows, sheets, or reports and from what sources—
including third-party cloud storage services with file attachments. Set up whitelists to restrict 
sharing by domains or specific emails—to include (or exclude) specific domains from vendors or 
partners. 

Our world-class product support team provides continuous hands-on assistance for our 
Enterprise customers. Receive priority support to get fast answers when you need them most.

Gain access to a dedicated Customer Success Manager (CSM) who will provide personalized 
onboarding, proactive consulting, and coaching tailored for you and your team. 

To discuss which plans are right for you, contact your Smartsheet Partner or email channel-partners@smartsheet.com.

Over 70,000 brands, millions of information workers across 190 countries, and 
50% of Fortune 500 companies trust Smartsheet with their work.


